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Preface

The Society is 15 years old! To commemorate this special occasion, two Bulletins were planned. This Bulletin, Bulletin 15, is one of them and Bulletin 16 will follow.

This Bulletin contains the Seventh Presidential Address, papers from the Society's Regional Geology Seminar 1981, NW Peninsular Malaysia Seminar 1981, Central Belt Seminar 1981, Geotechnical Engineering Seminar 1981, and the Petroleum Geology Seminar 1981. Besides reflecting the wide spectrum of the Society's activities, it is hoped that this varied collection of Seminar papers will enrich and satisfy the many interests of the Society's 600 odd members. In addition, this Bulletin is fortunate to be augmented with worthy contributions on Sarawak and the neighbouring regions which include Thailand and Burma.

For the realisation of this Bulletin, I would like to thank all the contributors, the many reviewers for their valuable comments, members of the Editorial Advisory Board for their continued advice and suggestions, and others who have helped in one way or another in the preparation of this publication.

G.H. Teh
Pengarang
(Editor)